Abstract-In this article, we introduce a computational model for the appraisal processes underlying emotion regulation from the perspective of Affect Control Theory. According to this theory, the affective meaning of emotions, behaviours, objects, and other entities can be assessed and projected onto a three dimensional space of evaluation, potency, and activity. This concept was applied to events occurring in the environment of an affective agent in order to study the dynamics of emotional changes caused by these events. Several appraisal processes were used to effectively analyze the affective impact of the occurred events and to interpret them in terms of the three dimensions of the affect control theory. A fuzzy automata framework was investigated and found to be a good fit to represent the dynamics of changes in the affective states and to effectively picture the transitions between different emotional response levels. Based on the results obtained from conducted experiments, we can argue that the proposed model has the potential to be used in predicting the emotional changes in (human/virtual) agents as a result of the occurrence of emotion-triggering events. Furthermore, it would appear that the proposed model has the capability to be used as the kernel of an extended system developed for reverse engineering events, and to generate and apply those in-favor of emotion regulation process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Emotions play an important role in affecting our beliefs and manipulating our cognitive activities such as perception and decision making throughout our daily lives. Furthermore, they reflect ready responsive patterns to be used in adapting our thoughts and behaviours to events and other changes in the environment [1] . In fact, emotions have the required capacity to coordinate the numerous sophisticated somatic and mental processes in humans and to direct them to effectively respond to the world in a coherent fashion [24] .
On the other hand, due to the broad usage of computational models of emotions in affect-enabled applications within the fields of robotics, agent modeling, HCI, etc., studying the mechanisms underlying affective behaviours and modeling the emotional processes have managed to create a wellestablished research area within Computer Science and in particular, AI. As a result of this affect studying campaign by AI specialists, several computational models that are intended to interpret the mechanisms of human affective behaviour and to identify and generate emotions similar to those of humans were developed (e.g., [21] , [6] , [17] , [7] ) and implemented in emotionally intelligent autonomous agents (e.g., social robots, virtual characters, etc.).
The proposed model falls within such trials at which the authors try to present a computational model that accounts for the dynamics of the changes in the emotional states of the agents (individualistic or virtual) driven by the external events that take place in their environment.
The mechanism for such dynamics is at the heart of the emotion regulation processes. The main concept in emotion regulation is to deliberately regulate hyper often negative emotions by means of applying some self originated regulation strategies or through external interventions.
This article studies the emotional regulation impact of external stimuli and proposes a detailed computational model for the dynamics of emotional changes. Accordingly, the emotional response level of the agent under study can be tracked and directed in favor of the proposed regulation process. The proposed computational model evaluates the affective influence of events using the three dimensional appraisal space of Affect Control Theory (ACT) [10] . The appraisal processes are established using a fuzzy automata framework [13] at which state-transition vectors are built based on the three dimensions of the ACT (i.e., evaluation, potency, and activity) for each occurred event.
To the best knowledge of the authors, in very few previous models, a fuzzy automata approach was used for the purpose of emotion modeling. For instance, the work proposed by Chakraborty & colleagues [3] uses a set of audio and video clips as stimuli to influence the emotional states of the agent under study and hence, to enable the agent to transition between different emotional states based on the proposed fuzzy automata. Although the way that the agent transitions between different emotional states is similar to that of the proposed model, but the two differ dramatically considering the deep analytical assessment that is performed on the input of the fuzzy transition function rather than simple data obtained through questionnaires that forms the basis for state transitions in their proposed model.
With regards to possible applications for the proposed model, two trajectories can be identified; 1: to provide the input to emotionally intelligent applications in the fields of HCI, robotics, computer gaming, etc. In such applications, detecting the emotional state of the user and modeling the dynamics of changes in the user's affective state are vital in order to build a believable affective rapport between man and machine [23] . 2: the potential to use the findings of this research work in the field of emotion regulation [9] . Accordingly, some kind of deliberately enforced events can be used as coping strategies in order to regulate hyper negative emotions.
II. EMOTION MODELING
Emotion modeling, in fact, is the process of transforming informal theories of emotion into detailed concrete and trackable processes that are essential components in any computational architecture. Besides, addressing the details and hidden assumptions in such computational models indirectly extends the scope of the theory. Therefore, theses models will be a mean for not only making the theories concrete but also a framework for theory construction [18] .
A. Appraisal theory of emotion
Appraisal theory which is widely used in cognitive computational modeling of emotions was formally proposed by Smith and Lazarus [28] . According to appraisal approaches to emotion, the way the agent perceives its relationship with the environment, especially how affect-relevant events are evaluated based on a set of appraisal variables and their impact on the agent's goals are crucial factors that trigger different emotions and set their intensity levels.
Appraisal theories were adopted in several psychological hypothesis for emotion modeling such as [21] , [5] , [9] . The computationally tractable attribute of the OCC model proposed by Ortony et al. [21] was taken by numerous researchers within the field of Affective Computing [23] as the basis for developing a number of computational models for emotional processes. According to OCC, all emotions can be classified as reactive responses to either an object, an event or an action of some agent.
B. Affect Control Theory (ACT)
This theory which was initially introduced by Osgood [22] is founded on the tenet that meanings of concepts can be measured and expressed along the perceptual dimensions of evaluation, potency, and activity [11] .
The first dimension of ACT, evaluation, differentiates between good and nice sentiments from those bad and awful. Potency is associated with the situation's aspect of strength and control in contrast to weakness and ineffectiveness. Activity is an indicator of arousal and preference where excited and bored affective states as well as active and passive actions can be differentiated from each other.
By means of these three appraisal quantities, a three dimensional affective space can be built where the affective meaning of all concepts including emotions, individuals, situations, objects, etc. can be described [27] . 
C. Events and ACT
The first step towards studying the dynamics of emotional behaviour is to come up with an appropriate mean for measuring emotions. In the proposed computation model, a fuzzy-based approach [30] was adopted for this purpose. According to this fuzzy scale, emotional responses are represented by fuzzy states within their relevant emotional channels. Each emotional channel is an imaginary bipolar affective axis at which a pair of opposite emotional sentiments appear at the extremes of each side (e.g., HighlySad to HighlyHappy or HighlyAshamed to HighlyProud). A total of five fuzzy sets reflecting different response levels within each emotional channel is used to measure the emotional state of the agent at any point of the time. These fuzzy sets are: Highly, Slightly, N one, Slightly and Highly (see Fig. 1 ). Accordingly, the two symmetrical states of Highly at the two opposite sides of the affective axis represent the two extremes of the emotional channel under study. It is worth noting that since most discrete emotions can be expressed using one of these bipolar channels, this approach represents a sufficiently generic model.
Based on this scale, in order to measure the intensity of experienced emotions, a fuzzy variable, Level, is introduced. For instance, if the emotional channel under study is distressjoy, Level will take a value from the following fuzzy sets: SlightlyJoyf ull, HighlyJoyf ull} Considering the fact that the ultimate goal for emotional models is to interpret and simulate human emotion dynamics, we believe that the above mentioned fuzzy scale represents an appropriate approximation to measure emotional responses; since this type of expressive grammar often replicates the one used by individuals to convey their emotions. Additionally, this representation is consistent with emotion theories and the way that psychologists use to express emotion intensities (e.g., [5] , [28] ).
D. Events as EP A vectors
As discussed earlier, according to ACT, a three dimensional space exists that is sufficient to describe the affective aspects of most objects, behaviours and other entities. This concept was used in the proposed model to analyze the affective influence of relevant events that take place in the environment of the , represents a highly undesirable event that is substantially involving for the agent whereas the degree of control over the outcomes of the event is generally weak with possibly very few applicable coping strategies.
TableI summaries the appraisal variables used in the proposed model along with the implication of each.
E. Modeling events using ACT dimensions 1) Evaluation:
The purpose of analyzing occurred events under this dimension is to first identify the overall valence of the event to be in favor or against the goals of the agent; and second to come up with an approximation for the affective intensity of the event.
Evaluation is associated with three appraisal variables of Relevance, Desirability and Causal-attribution. Relevance, reflects a filtering sub-system that differentiate worth attending events from non relevant ones. An event that was identified as a relevant one in this phase will be passed to the next phase where its desirability level is measured. The third appraisal variable of this dimension, i.e., causal attribution, identifies the type of the emotional channel that is associated with the occurred event.
Measuring the desirability level of the events on the other hand, is of crucial importance in the overall process of evaluating the affective impact of events; since it analyzes the relationship between the event and the set of goals of the agent in details. As discussed earlier, a fuzzy approach was adopted and found a good fit to model this problem considering its fuzzy-consistent nature. Accordingly, the evaluation process for the occurred event is being performed based on the the impact of the event on the set of goals of the agent as well as the importance of each goal.
Fuzzy variable Impact was introduced for the purpose of measuring the impact that the occurred event has on each agent's goal. Accordingly, this variable can take one of the following fuzzy sets:
N oImpact, SlightlyP ositive, HighlyP ositive}
In addition, goals can have different levels of importance from the perspective of the agent, hence, another fuzzy variable, Importance, was declared which can take values from the three following fuzzy sets:
Furthermore, Level is a third fuzzy variable that is used to determine the intensity level of the elicited emotion. As discussed earlier in this article, the affective state of the agent at any point of time is depicted using a bipolar emotional channel at which a pair of opposite emotions appear at the two extremes of the emotional axis. For instance, if the current emotional channel is sad to happy, Level will take a value from the following fuzzy sets: (see Figure 1 )
SlightlyHappy, HighlyHappy}
Accordingly, Desirability, would be the fuzzy variable that indicates the overall desirability level of the occurred event and would take one of the following values:
Considering the fact that an event e can influence more than one goal, a system of fuzzy rules needs to be built to reflect these multiple interactions. Accordingly, the problem of determining the desirability level of an event can be formalized as below [4] :
where, k is the number of relevant goals. A i , B i and C are fuzzy sets as elaborated above. This rule reads as follows: if event e affects goal G 1 to the extent of A 1 and affects goal G 2 to the extent A 2 , etc., and that the importance of goal G 1 is B 1 and for goal G 2 is B 2 , etc., then event e will have a desirability level of C.
In order to quantify C, we use the approach taken in [4] based on Mamdani model [16] which applies centroid defuzzification of the fuzzy rules. Hence, using the sup min composition rule between the fuzzy variables of Impact, Importance and Desirability, we would be able to compute the matching degree between the input and the antecedent of each fuzzy rule. For example, consider the following set of n rules:
IF x is A n T HEN y is C n
Where, x and y are input and output variables respectively. A i and C i are fuzzy sets and i is the ith rule. If the input x is a fuzzy set A´, represented by a membership function μ A´( x) (e.g. degree of desirability), a special case of A´is a singleton, which represents a crisp (non-fuzzy) value. Considering the definition of the sup min composition between a fuzzy set C ∈ (X) and a fuzzy relation R ∈ (X × Y ) which is defined as:
We can calculate the matching degree w i between the input μ A´( x) and the rule antecedent μ Ai (x) using the equation below:
which can be rewritten as:
The ∧ operator calculates the minimum of the membership functions and then we apply the sup operator to get the maximum over all x s. The matching degree influences the inference result of each rule as follows:
Here, C i´i s the value of variable y inferred by the i th fuzzy rule. The inference results of all fuzzy rules in the Mamdani model are then combined using the max operator ∨ as follows:
We use the following formula based on the center of area (COA) defuzzification rule in order to defuzzify the above combined fuzzy conclusion:
The result of above defuzzification process, y f inal will return a numerical value which indicates the desirability level of the event.
2) Activity: This dimension of ACT indicates the preference and the level of attention that the agent assigns to the new situation arose as a result of the occurrence of the current event.
In order to come up with an acceptable approximation for this dimension in the proposed model, some of the major role playing factors associated with this dimension were considered. Activity is associated with three appraisal variables. These variables are Likelihood, Unexpectedness and Urgency.
Likelihood measures the similarity in the outcomes and consequences of multiple occurrences of the same event taken place at different times. Unexpectedness, reflects the degree of unexpectedness with respect to the occurrence of the current event from the perspective of the agent. Urgency, sets the priority level for responding to the occurred event. It shows how fast the event needs to be attended by the agent.
The value of urgency is set based on a quick reactive assessment performed solely by the agent and it reflects the agent's preference for attending different events according to their importance degree. For instance, a top urgent level will be assigned to escaping from a looming life-threatening danger where it reflects a situation that involves a direct threat to an extremely important goal (i.e., staying alive). The relationship between urgency and activity can be expressed as simple as the following two fuzzy rules:
If urgency is high then activity is high If urgency is low then activity is low
With respect to unexpectedness, according to [14] , it was shown that an unexpected event will create a much higher level of arousal in the agent than an expected same event. Hence, the relationship can be reduced to the following pair of fuzzy rules:
If unexpectedness is high then activity is high

If unexpectedness is low then activity is low
Likelihood, on the other hand is an assessment mean that measures the similarity between the effects of the same event at different occurrences. In other words it reflects the expectation to have the same outcomes for the event as of previous experiences. According to ACT, this similarity can be measured by declaring a deflection factor, D, that determines the differences between two occurrences of the same event [10] . Therefore,
In order to reduce the complexity caused by absolute value calculations, we consider using square root instead, hence,
where O h is a dual component vector that is represented by historical data for the evaluation and potency dimensions obtained from a previous occurrence of the same event under assessment; whereas O g represents the generated evaluationpotency vector for the most recent occurrence of the event. Accordingly, the subjective likelihood, L , of an event is defined as follows:
where c is an arbitrary constant.
The above equation shows that the less the deflection the higher the likelihood between the two occurrences of the same event. By expanding the terms of the deflection equation, we obtain:
Since the two dimensions of evaluation and potency were assumed to be independent from each other with no correlations, the above equation can be rewritten as follows:
Considering the fact that all of the terms in the above equation are known, D is computable and accordingly a value for L can be obtained.
Finally, in order to come up with an overall quantity for the dimension of activity from its three components (i.e., urgency, unexpectedness, and Likelihood), two further steps would be required. First, the fuzzy values for urgency and unexpectedness will be composed in a similar way to the approach taken in calculating the desirability level (see section II-E1). Second, the former defuzzified value of expectedness and urgency is numerically combined with the amount of likelihood obtained from the previous processing step. The result from this combination divided by √ 2 forms the final quantified value for activity dimension.
3) Potency:
The third dimension in EP A space, potency is associated with the agent's perception about the strength of its attitude with respect to the occurred event. In other words, it is the sentiment of being either dominant or submissive towards the event or its outcomes. This is closely related to the level of control that the agent has on the new situation arose from the occurrence of the event as well as the set of available and applicable coping strategies.
The appraisal process of an occurred event starts with the dimensions of evaluation and activity which constructs the main drive for the emotions dynamics. Potency, on the other hand represents a post appraisal process of the occurred event and it acts as a regulation mechanism based on the available coping strategies and the notion of emotion regulation [9] .
According to the dimensional theories of emotion such as [19] , [6] , each unique emotion has a basic potency value, P otency 0 . A more important component of potency is the value obtained from the above mentioned post appraisal processes at which the set of coping strategies along with their applicability levels are determined. Therefore, the equation for calculating the level of potency can be written as follows:
In the above equation, potency level is associated with the emotional impact, v n , of each applicable regulation strategy. According to Gross model of emotion regulation [9] , regulation strategies applied at different points of time during the regulation process have different impacts on the overall process of regulation. This fact was considered in the proposed computational model by accompanying each v n with its weight, w n . By normalization, the sum of all weights w n is taken to be 1. Hence, the weighted sum of w n v n calculates the aggregate affective impact of all applicable coping strategies for the occurred event. For brevity, we refrain from dissecting this method further and interested readers are referred to [29] for a model of quantifying v n s and computing the related weighted sum.
III. PROPOSED COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
The ultimate goal for the proposed model is to come up with a general computational model for emotion dynamics at which the transitions in the emotional states of an affective agent as a result of the changes in the agent-environment relationship represented by the occurrence of relevant events can be tracked. These dynamics are later used in the process of emotion regulation where events could be generated purposefully in order to intervene in the affective state of the agent and possibly regulate those disturbing negative emotions.
The following equation which constructs the starting point for the proposed computational model, clearly separates between the internal factors represented by mood, and the external affective stimuli represented by occurred events.
Where ERL stands for Emotion Response Level and f (event) is the EP A (Evaluation, Potency and Activity) appraisal vector for the occurred event derived according to the affect control theory principles. It can be implied from the above equation that a portion of the emotion response level of the agent at any point in time will be preserved in the next response level through the construct of mood. As mentioned earlier, M ood is an aggregate quantity that gets updated according to the following equation
f (emotion e ) on the other hand reflects the affective impact on the current emotional state of the agent caused by event e. In order to quantify this affective impact, we use the following rule adopted from EMotion and Adaptation model (EMA) [17] :
The way the above two quantities (i.e., Desirability and Likelihood ) are obtained was discussed in sections II-E1 and II-E2 respectively.
With regards to f (event), each occurred event is appraised according to the three dimensions of evaluation, potency, and activity of affect control theory (i.e., the − −− → EP A) as discussed in the previous section. Here, an important challenge is to express the components of the − −− → EP A in terms of emotion dynamics and particularly to translate them into explicit transitions between different emotional states. After investigating several possible approaches, we found that fuzzy automata approach is an efficient framework for this purpose. 
A. Fuzzy automata
Here, a fuzzy state machine was considered at which the states reflect the fuzzy emotional response levels; and the transitioning edges indicate the fuzzy membership values for transitions between each pair of source and destination states. Accordingly, the emotional state of the agent transitions into a set of new states as a result of the occurrence of relevant events that take place in the system. Hence, each transition is induced according to the corresponding EPA 3-tuple vector that represents the affective impact of the occurred event based on affect control theory.
The related fuzzy finite state machine can be defined using a 5-tuple [15] as below:
Q is non-empty finite set of states q 0 is the initial state Σ e is a finite input obtained based on ACT
is the fuzzy transition function q f is the fuzzy subset of final states
In the above definition, each state in Q is a fuzzy set that indicates the emotional response level of the agent at a given point in time. Furthermore, Σ e is the − −− → EP A of the event under study (see Fig. 2) .
B. Fuzzy transitioning function
As discussed earlier, transitions over different states in the proposed fuzzy emotional automata is based on an appraisal process of theEP A components for the occurred event. Since a fuzzy transition function between a pair of states is a transformation of the fuzzy membership function of the starting state into the fuzzy membership function of the ending state, it would be convenient to represent such transition functions using relational matrices. However, since there are no established methods that link explicitly the changes in EP A values to the emotional response levels, some guidelines from the theory and results obtained from relevant studies and computational models would be needed.
Based on Russell's concept of core affect [26] and affective grid [25] , there exist explicit correlations between the two dimensions of the core affect (i.e., the valence and activity). Studying these two dimensions [26] shows that they are very similar to the two components of desirability and activity in the EP A space of affect control theory. This fact makes it possible to have a single compound transition matrix for these two dimensions. By joining the values of evaluation and activity of the occurred event, the core affective bias of the event will be determined.
On the other hand, since the third dimension in affect control theory, potency, is not correlated to the other two dimensions, another transition matrix would be required to study the impact of this dimension on the affective state of the agent. As a matter of fact, potency is closely associated with the concept of coping strategies and in particular to the controlibility, changeability and adaptability attributes of the occurred event. Therefore, the corresponding transition matrix for the dimension of potency can be linked to the theory of emotion regulation strategies proposed by Gross [8] and its corresponding computational model proposed by Bosse et al. [2] .
In summary, the EP A components of each relevant event will be translated into two state transition relational matrices of R EA and R P . The fuzzy membership value for each state transition will be determined by the composition of the current state's fuzzy membership and the two relational matrices of R EA and R P . The destination state of a transition would be the fuzzy state that holds the highest fuzzy membership in the obtained matrix.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed model and to verify its functionality, several simulation experiments were conducted. Here, two of these experiments are discussed. In both of these experiments, a set of three goals of G = {G 1 , G 2 , G 3 } as the agent's goals beside a set of five possible events of E = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , e 5 } were considered. According to TableII, it is assumed that the goals preference and the impact of an occurred event on each goal are all given to the system. The first step towards building a model for this problem would be to determine the − −− → EP A for all events of E by calculating the three components of evaluation, potency and activity for each event. As discussed in section II-E1, with respect to the dimension of evaluation, a system of fuzzy rules that links the fuzzy variable of Desirability to other fuzzy variables of Importance and Impact will be built. The chart in Fig. 3 represents the EP A vectors calculated for all events of E.
Experiment 1
The goal of this experiment is to track the changes in the emotional response level of an agent as a result of the Figure 3 . EPA components calculated for all events of the automaton occurrence of some stochastic events. The emotion under study is distress. The initial emotional state of the agent is neutral or not-stressed. The stimuli is the event sequence of < e 2 , e 1 , e 4 , e 5 > that take place at time steps < 20, 50, 60, 80 > respectively. In order to study the impact of applying above sequence of events on the level of distress of the agent, it would be necessary to establish the EA and P relational matrices for all occurred events according to the methodology discussed in section III. Next, it would be required to apply the related EA and P relational matrices of each participating event to the fuzzy emotional state of the agent.
Accordingly, as a result of applying the above mentioned sequence of events on the given initial state of neutral, the final state of the agent was concluded to be SJ or SlightlyJoyful.
As an instance for the intermediate transitions of the above scenario, the first state transition is dissected here. In this transition, the source state is q 0 = N (i.e., Neutral) and the destination state is an unknown state of q that needs to be determined. Therefore, using the defuzzification rule of weighted average method, we will have, μ(q 0 ) = μ(N ) = 0 0 1 0 0 the transition process and the relations of R EA and R P for stimulus e 2 
where R EA and R P were calculated for stimulus e 2 As it can be seen, the resulted μ(q) shows that the destination state of the above transition would be q = HD (i.e., HighlyDistressed). At this state, the process of transitioning into new states continues as a result of the arriving events of e 1 , e 4 , e 5 which eventually takes the agent to the final state of q f = SJ. Here, the sequence of all transitions is: N, HD, SJ, HD, SJ. Furthermore, Fig. 4 depicts the changes in the emotional response level in a defuzzified metric.
Experiment 2
In the second experiment, the emotional channel under study is fear-relief. The scenario depicts a situation at which a psychotherapist is involved in regulating a hyper fear emotion of a patient. The initially diagnosed affective state of the agent was HighlyFear. The aimed at emotional level was set to SlightlyReleif. The stimuli to the related state machine that models the above problem is a set of 5 video-clips of
With regards to the affective influence of these video clips, for simplicity it is assumed that there exist a one-to-one symmetrical correspondence between the set of V C and the set of events E = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , e 5 } used in experiment1. Accordingly, each video-clip, V C i , is corresponding to event e i in terms of its impact on the set of goals of the agent. The ultimate goal for the psychotherapist is to find the best pattern for a subset of V C that would take the patient to the target emotional state in the shortest time possible. Furthermore, it is assumed that each stimulus reaches its peak impact after 20 time-steps and that each stimulus (i.e., video-clip) can be applied up to one time only in order to be effective. Unlike experiment 1, it would be necessary to build the entire fuzzy automaton as the first step. Fig. 5 is a partial representation of this automaton. For brevity, we refrain from displaying the full automaton since according to our calculations, it includes around 75 distinct transitions with non-zero membership.
The next step is to apply an optimization algorithm in order to find a sequence of V C i 's that enables the agent to regulate its emotional state from HighlyFear to SlightlyRelief in a shortest path possible. The result indicates that s = {HF, N, SR} using video-clips {vc 1 , vc 5 } is the shortest reliable transition sequence from HF to SR (solid transitions in Fig. 6 ).
Additionally, the second shortest reliable sequence is {HF, SF, N, SR} that involves the set of video-clips {vc 3 , vc 5 , vc 1 } (dashed transitions in Fig. 6 ). Here, the determinacy factor for the first sequence is higher than the second one (i.e., 0.58 compared to 0.45). besides, the time period required for the regulation process is shorter also (i.e., 40 steps compared to 60 steps). As a result, the psychotherapist will present vc 1 followed by vc 5 to the patient in order to realize the goal of the regulation process.
V. CONCLUSION
In this article, the principles of ACT were used to appraise the affective influence of the occurred events on the emotional response level of an individual agent. Each relevant event was analyzed using a set of appraisal variables and then projected on the ACT's three dimensional space of evaluation, potency and activity (EPA). These three quantities were combined to establish a fuzzy state machine that models the dynamics of changes in the affective state of the agent under study. The affective state of the agent was considered within a bipolar emotional axis at which two opposite emotions appear at the two extremes of the axis. Additionally, relational matrices were used to represent the outcome of the − −− → EP A vector for each occurred event and consequently to determine the destination state of each transition. The proposed computational model was able to construct the full automaton of transitions over different states of an emotional channel; to track the target emotional response level of the agent as a result of the occurrence of an event; and finally to identify the shortest reliable transition path between a pair of initial and target emotional levels.
